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Protesters deliver petition to President Baker
By D iane W right

Document asks resignation o f Plant
Op director, alleges discrimination
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David Jones (holding sign) at the May 2 protest

Paris study program
axed for fall quarter
Chancellor won’t lift moratorium
until proper quality control is set
By M eda Freeman
staff Writer

Cal Poly’s first-ever Paris
study program will not take
place in the fall as hoped.
The Paris program was plann
ed for fall 1988 with the idea that
a moritorium on all new overseas
study programs, issued last fall
by the California State Universi
ty Chancellor’s Office, would be
lifted this spring, said Jon Ericson, dean of the School of Liberal
Arts. However, the Chancellor’s
O ffice has continued the
moratorium
indefinitely, al
though Ericson anticipates it will
be lifted this summer.
“ We are disappointed we can’t
proceed,’’ said Ericson. “ We
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profound e ffe c t on one’s life.
Just ask Joe.

have a good program in place.’’
He said there was a strong show
ing of student interest at the
program ’s first inform ational
meeting earlier this quarter.
The university will resubmit a
request to the Chancellor’s Office
for the program’s approval for
the fall 1989 quarter. Ericson
does not foresee any problems
w ith a p p r o v a l, o n ce th e
moratorium is lifted, as the uni
versity has a good, proven track
record with the London Study
program. “ 1 feel good about the
program,’’ he said.
The moratorium was started
because too many overseas pro
grams were taking place without
p ro p e r
q u a lity
c o n tr o l.
Guidelines are established for
each program but some colleges
have deviated from the rules. For
example, said Ericson, students
may be required to take 12 units
while abroad and end up only
taking three. The program then
turns into a travel rather than
study program.
The new program will be of
fered by the School of Liberal
Arts in conjunction with the
foreign language department.
“ The proposal and running of the
program is made to parallel the
London Study program direct
ly,’’ said William Little, head of
the foreign language department.
The program will allow stu
dents to live in the homes of
Parisian familes and attend
classes at the French school
Foyer des Lyceennes for one
quarter. Cal Poly faculty, sup
plemented by French faculty, will
be teaching courses in the
humanities with an emphasis on
See PARIS, page 4

staff Writer

A petition alleging discrimina
tion in Plant Operations and ask
ing for the resignation of the
Plant Operations director is be
ing submitted to Cal Poly Presi
dent Warren Baker at noon to
day.
Electrician David Jones, who
led a demonstration against Ed
Naretto on May 3, said, “ We will
rally in front of the Administra
tion Building and present it to
Baker or whoever is representing
him at that time.’’
Jones said he would like Baker
to appoint a panel to investigate
discrimination and waste charges
at length and return the report to
Baker for review in a reasonable
amount of time.
“ We just want to see some
thing get started on it,’’ Jones
said.
He said he would like the panel
to be made up of students and
staff persons not associated with
Plant Operations.
Jones said there are about 100
signatures on the petition, and he
hopes to have more than 200
signatures before it is submitted.

Douglas Gerard, executive
dean of Facilities Administra
tion, is N aretto’s immediate
supervisor. When Gerard was in
formed about the petition being
delivered today, he declined to
comment on it.
Gerard and Jones met last
Friday in what Jones termed “ a
very productive meeting.’’ Al
though no specific promises were
made, Jones said Gerard in
dicated he would look into the
problems at length. “ It made me
feel he was trying,’’ Jones said.
Gerard said he did not have
enough information to know if
Jones’ concerns were reasonable,
but would inv estig ate the
charges and reply to Jones in
about one week.
“ My goal is not to be a rab
ble-rouser,’’ Jones said. “ I’m not
just a trouble maker.’’
Gerard said he received a
memo from Jones on April 5 al
leging discrimination and waste
in Plant Operations. Jones called
for an appointment, but Gerard
said he was not prepared to meet
with him at that time. Gerard
said he had to go out of town and
he scheduled the meeting after he
returned.

“ I don’t like the idea of trying
this in the media,’’ Gerard said.
“ I’m sorry he (Jones) decided to
go the way he did.’’
Gerard said he works with
Naretto on a daily basis. “ He
(Naretto) would not knowingly
create a situation that would af
fect anyone badly,’’ Gerard said.
Jones said he will continue to
try and get a training program
established to assist minorities in
learning a trade and to have the
p e r c e n ta g e
o f m in o r itie s
employed in trade positions be
compatible with the percentage
of minorities living in California.
“ I made it my responsibility to
challenge this for my children
and my children’s children,’’
Jones said.
Jones has been employed in
Plant Operations for about 13
years. He started out as a custo
dian and later transferred to a
labor position. Gerard said Jones
expressed an interest in becom
ing an electrician and Jones par
ticipated in an electrician trainee
program attending classes on
and off campus for more than
four years and receiving on-thejob training.
See PETITION, back page

Ex-candidate says presidential
hopefuls need specific U.S, goals
By Neil Farrell
staff Writer

merican presidential campaigns have
become costly, exhaustive and less
responsive to the people, according to
ex-Congressman and former presidential can
didate John Anderson.
Speaking before a standing room only crowd in
the University Union Wednesday, Anderson said
candidates and political parties must stand up on
specific issues in this campaign, and that it de
pends on the state of the nation to determine how
specific a candidate should be. He referred to a
current news article that stated the Democratic
party was split on how specific the platform
should be.
“ One representative of one of the candidates
said to simply make it a wish list for every group
in the country would mean that the doctrine or
document was meaningless. One of the other rep
resentatives who is the representative of the
Jackson campaign said it would be a mistake to

A

have a very general platform,’’ Anderson said.
“ When Franklin Delano Roosevelt campaigned
for president in 1932, he actually was critical of
Herbert Hoover, then in the White House, for
spending too much money. Then, of course, faced
with the Great Depression he launched a big
public works program, a big welfare program, to
meet the needs of the nation.’’
Anderson said in 1980 Ronald Reagan, ran on
the platform of balancing the budget in three
years, and substantially increasing the defense
expenditures of this country. The proposed in
crease was in line with a provision of the
Republican platform that called for achieving “ a
position of technological superiority in the
military field over the Soviet Union. That was in
terpreted widely as a plank that called for nuclear
superiority,’’ he said.
He quoted an article from Rolling Stone
Magazine that said the baby boomers generation
wanted a foreign policy that wasn’t a life threat.
What this generation yearns for is moral leaderSee ANDERSON, page 6
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BETWEEN THE LINES
□ ‘T’m damn proud of the job that I’ve done. I don’t care
what you think. People like to do this job in their own way.”
Secretary o f Education William Bennett, testifying before a
Senate budget panel.
□ ‘‘We shall not give up struggling for the revival of the
union because there is no freedom without Solidarity. We fail
ed to win but we managed to express our protest.”
The Rev. Henryk Jankowski, addressing Polish workers who
admitted defeat in their strike fo r higher wages.
□ ‘‘I am a serious, scientific astrologer and I am really not
one of these clowns, and I really don’t like this circus at
mosphere.”
San Francisco astrologer Joan Quigley, whom Nancy Reagan
has consulted.
□ ‘‘We assumed it would take a while for people to use it.
Old habits are hard to change.”
Candace Havens, San Luis Obispo parking manager, on the
light use o f the city’s new parking structure.
□ ‘‘We may have poor methods of evaluating good teaching,
but if those methods say you’re not a good teacher you won’t
be able to keep your job here.”
Professor Lee Burgunder, on Cal Poly’s evaluation methods.
□ ‘‘(George) Bush might very well look to the West for a
running mate, and who else except the governor of the largest
state. It’s hard to think of someone else as an alternative.”
Former presidential candidate John Anderson, speaking to a
Cal Poly audience.

Jesse and the Demos’ poker game
hen the Democratic National Convention
rolls around all eyes will focus on Michael
Dukakis and his eventual running mate.
Political experts say the Democrats are locked
on the horns of a dilemma. How do you politely
dismiss Jesse Jackson without turning away the
voters who have supported him?
Among the questions: What to do about Jesse?
What does Jesse want? Will Jesse support the
party?
These are logical questions, but are there any
logical answers to this ponderous political plot?
Surely, there will be some backroom deals made to
appease Jackson and strengthen the Democrats’
position in the November election.
However, at issue is the redisplacement of the
displaced who make up a substantial portion of
Jackson’s power base. Regardless of the over
whelming support of black voters, Jackson has
garnered votes from many people on the fringes of
society.
Jackson’s rhetoric of inclusion has brought the
political process home for the homeless and to the
doorsteps of the disadvantaged. Jackson has been
the only candidate to recognize and address the
problems of the excluded. Dukakis, liberal as he is,
has made no attempt to bring these outcasts into
his fold.
Vice President George Bush had the audacity to
say he believed in inclusion and welcomed
Jackson’s supporters if Jackson wasn’t given the
Democratic vice-presidential spot. Bush should be
“ included” in the Betty Ford Clinic if he expects
anyone to believe he wants to address the needs of
Jackson’s supporters.
ackson appeals to the segments of the popula
tion that receive the least attention from
mainstream America: the homeless the Reagan
Administration says don’t exist; the increased
number of people who fall below the poverty level
while good news of economic growth grabs the
headlines; farmers who have lost their farms; ghet
to dwellers who not only fall between the cracks
but have to battle crack.
These new inclusions have brought new blood to
the varicose veins of the political process. Jackson
has made these people believe in a process that
seemingly has eluded them in the past. This time
the Democrats must find a way to reach these
people with or without Jackson.
The race between Dukakis and Bush will be tight
to the end. The outcome may rest on how well the
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Democrats weave Jackson’s Rainbow Coalition in
to the political spectrum.
Jackson’s attitude will have a definite effect on
his supporters. His campaign has garnered more
support and political muscle than most expected —
maybe even more than Jackson expected. How he
handles himself at the convention will determine
how much power he will have.
ome experts say it’s time for Jackson to join
the rank and file and to become a team player.
If not Jackson, at the very least his supporters —
some of whom are getting their first chance at bat
— will be swinging a big stick and aiming for the
rafters.
The power Jackson has may be a once-in-alifetime chance. It’s a chance that few of his sup
porters have ever known. It’s a chance to make
their voices heard loud and clear.
This opportunity may allow the inclusions to
never be forgotten or ignored again because now
they are talking a language party leaders can
understand — politics.
The Democrats know they need all the votes
they can muster in November. Jackson may be
able to draw a portion of the population into this
race that could send Dukakis and whomever over
the top. For the Democrats, Jackson action might
have to become Jackson satisfaction.
Jackson and his band of supporters know they
hold a few wild cards in this political poker game.
It will be interesting to see if the Democrats draw
a pair or a full house at the convention in Atlanta.

S

Terry Lightfoot, a journalism sophomore, is in his
first quarter as a Mustang Daily reporter. He covers
the Cal Poly administration.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Weiser’s the idiot,
not gun toters
Editor — This goes out to
Matt Weiser in response to his
column “ The idiots who disturb
our peace” (May 2). Was this a
call in favor of legislation against
plastic handguns or was this the
medium for telling us that he’s
afraid to face life after gradua
tion? It would seem to me the
only idiot here is Matt, not those
of us he so fondly refers to as
“ gun toters.” Only an idiot
would print falsehoods in a
newspaper, only an idiot would
not realize it is perfectly legal to
shoot in designated areas on
Cuesta Grade and only an idiot
would proclaim himself so
righteous that only he should be
allowed to enjoy the beauty
Cuesta Grade has to offer for
recreation.
I, too, commend the legislation
to ban plastic firearms. However,
I don’t appreciate being called an
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idiot for enjoying trapshooting
on Cuesta Grade, where it has
been legal to do so long before
Weiser entered college. Next
time he needs to express his own
shortcomings, he shouldn’t do it
at our expense.
ERICLINXWILER

School subsidies
Editor — In his letter of May 4
protesting the use of money from
campus clubs for the Children’s
Center, Andrew Devine says
“ people should accept responsi
bility for their own children and
campus clubs should not support
them .” I look forward to
Devine’s announcement that he
is renouncing the financial sub
sidy he receives from the tax
payers to attend Cal Poly, and
that in the future he and his
parents will pay the full cost of
his education. I also still believe
in the tooth fairy.
JAY DEVORE

Mustang Daily is published daily by the Cal Poly journalism department.
Unsigned editorials reflect the majority view of the the Editorial Board
Advertising is solely for informational purposes and does not represent an
endorsement by the publisher or the university. Produced by University Graphic
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Building, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407.
(805) 756-1143.

Advertising: Bret Goodman, Sales Manager; Ron Same, Production Manager.
Representatives; Lysa Francis, Dan Kaminskis, Stewart McKenzie, Dani
Quittner. A.J Schuemian, Mike Vigo, Mike Weiser
Ciassified Staff: Larry Bittleston, Supervisor; Kim Carlson, Kathy Conlan,
Tracy Fowler, Estelle Potter
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Computer Staff: Dan Malone.

University Graphic Systems: Kevin Elder, General Manager; Sandy
Kolbe, Pre-Press Manager; Tony Cerrato. Press Manager; Bill Naritomi, Asst.
Mgr. Paste-Up; John Grubb, Asst. Mgr. Electronic Immaging; Mark Ford, Asst
Mgr. Web Publications.
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The IBM Bonanza special
prices are available to:
- Part time students
- Full time students
- Cal Poly Faculty
- Cal Poly Staff
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H urry, sale ends
W ednesday, M ay 18.
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Legislators, consumer groups back
proposed insurance reform initiative
SACRAMENTO (AP) — Attorney General John Van de
Kamp and several consumer groups and legislators Wednes
day endorsed a proposed November insurance initiative, call
ing it the best plan for real reform and reduced rates.
But backers of a rival initiative backed by crusader Ralph
Nader said the other measure is supported by trial lawyers
and “ does a better job of protecting lawyers’ income than
protecting the public.’’
Van de Kamp and other supporters of the Insurance Con
sumer Action Network held news conferences Wednesday in
Sacramento, Los Angeles and San Diego to announce support.
Backers have submitted their signatures to election officials,
but the secretary of state has not yet certified the measure for
the November ballot.
It is one of four insurance initiatives likely to be before
voters in November.

Our trucks can handle som e of the world’s
most priceless possessions.
At Ryder, we know your tieloiigings can (x* serious stuft. Ma\ lx*
that’s w hy so main students move w ith us
NX'e've got sturdy, dependable trucks in all sizes. Many are auto
matics, w ith power steering, air conditioning aiul F-Mon top of the AM
Plus, Rvder can help w ith e\er\thing from moving equipment to
tips on ht)w to use it.
St) call Ryder. VCe’ll help m;ike sure you lu)ld on tt) ,st)me of your
most precious memories

Call your local Ryder dealer
for special student rates
Tr^tt*Q
Ohp^\/mn
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We’re th e re at every turn.»"’

3180 Broad St.

544-0733

World
U .S ., Soviets agree on anti-cheating
but Shultz won’t promise treaty OK
GENEVA (AP) — The United States and Soviet Union
struck a conciliatory note Wednesday at the outset of a
diplomatic effort to rescue their nuclear missile-ban treaty
from crippling disagreement over anti-cheating measures.
Secretary of State George P. Shultz acknowledged, however,
that he could not guarantee Senate approval of the treaty be
fore President Reagan’s May 29 summit in Moscow with
Mikhail S. Gorbachev.
“ 1 am not a member of the Senate,’’ Shultz told reporters
before his first meeting at the U.S. mission with Eduard A.
Shevardnadze, the Soviet foreign minister.
“ I can’t tell you what the Senate is going to do. That’s for
the Senate to decide. But I think it would be a good thing to
have ratification before the summit meeting.’’
On Monday, the Senate indefinitely postponed debate on the
treaty.

CAREER P a n N H A L
VOU CAN WRAP UR
Quaker Oats is as interested in your potential as you are. We’ll utilize your talents, stretch
your abilities, and p la ce you in a position where you can start achieving results.
As Student Engineer Summer Intern in our Grocery Specialties plant, you’ll b e responsible
for all phases of plant engineering projects involving facilities engineering and p ackag ing/processing line ^ u ip m e n t. You’ll also assist in contractor communications, project
proposals, engineering, implementation and reporting.
Qualifying majors are ME, ET/ME or Chem E. Some plant or industrial experience preferred,
but not required. If you are a responsible, motivated self-starter, talk to us soon.
Quaker will b e interviewing on campus Friday, M ay 13th from 8:30am -4:00pm . Sign up
before noon on Thursday, M ay 12th in the Placement Center. Your search for a new p la ce
to learn may now b e w rap p ed up...w ith Quaker.
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WARSAW, Poland (AP) —
Lech Walesa said Wednesday a
nine-day shipyard strike failed
because it lacked nationwide
support, but “ if necessary, we
will try again.’’ The government
said it did not plan to punish the
strikers.
Parliament enacted a law giv
ing the government special
powers to speed its program of
economic reform, which inspired
more than two weeks of strikes.
The law retained the right of of
ficial trade unions to strike.
Strikers at the Lenin shipyard,
where Walesa is an electrician,
sought recognition of a local
chapter of Solidarity, which was
outlawed after the declaration of
martial law in December 1981.
A major impetus for the
strikes was the reduction or
removal of government sub
sidies, which increased prices of
necessities an average of 42 per
cent in the first three months of
1988. Strikers demanded pay
raises of up to 60 percent, and
some were granted.
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From page 1
French culture. Students who
wish to participate must have
completed one year of college
French or the equivalent, have a
minimum 2.75 GPA and junior or
senior standing, said Little.
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Viewpoint on AIDS:

Hardship of plotting
an uncertain future
'/

By James Welch
On May 5,1988, the Mustang Dally
published an article concerning AIDS in
San Luis Obispo. It was mentioned in the
article that there is known to be one
AIDS Related Condition (ARC) patient on
this campus.
The day after the article was printed
Mustang Daily received a surprise phone
call from that student. It was time, he
felt, to let his story be told.
The names used In this article are fab*
heated so as not to reveal the patient’s
Identity or that of his girlfriend. The
facts, however, have not been changed.
He is not gay. He is not a drug
user, and he does not sleep
around. During the summer of
1984 he went to the dentist to
have two wisdom teeth removed. One
year later he went to the dentist again to
have two more teeth pulled. Both times
he received a special blood product for
the procedure; a product called Factor 8.
Unbeknownst to Joe, the dentist and the
supplier of the product, it was con
taminated with the AIDS virus.
About a year ago Joe came down with
a throat Infection. Thinking nothing
unusual of it, he went to the Health
Center for treatment. Dr. Michael Perry
examined Joe and noticed some out-ofthe-ordinary symptoms.
“ He asked me about my medical his
tory,” said Joe. “There was something
about the throat infection that sug
gested my immune system was not up to
par. Dr. Perry was very thorough and he
knew right away what the problem might
be.”
AIDS antibody tests were taken and
there was about a three-week wait for
the results. “Those times between taking
the tests and getting the results are the
worst,” said Joe.
During that time, however, Joe spent
much of it studying about AIDS, its
causes and its symptoms. “The more I
read, the more I realized the chances
were that I did have it,” he said.
When the results did come in, Joe was
scared but not shocked. He was
diagnosed as an ARC patient. ARC is the
precursor to the full blown AIDS disease,
not the disease itself. ARC patients are
able to function normally, occasionally
becoming ill but with nothing out of the.
ordinary. It can at any time, however,
develop into AIDS. When this happens,
the body slowly deteriorates, giving the
patient about a year-and-a-haif to live, on
the average.
The results came back on his
girlfriend’s birthday.

Although the physical aspect of their
relationship now has its limitations, that
doesn’t seem to make a difference.
“It doesn’t take away from the things
that really matter,” said Joe.

Joe’s and Alice’s parents know of his
condition.
“My father was very disappointed,”
said Joe. “He was very proud of me be
ing in college and doing as well as I was.
He wasn’t disappointed in me, but at the
whole situation.”
Joe’s mother felt guilty because the
reason he needed the Factor 8 in the
first place was due to a condition inher
ited from her side of the family.
Alice’s parents, understandably
scared at first, have been very suppor
tive. “My parents love Joe,” said Alice.
Sometimes this type of support is hard
for them to find at school.
“I’ll hear friends of mine joking about
AIDS,” said Joe. “If I know they’re just
kidding I’ll sometimes joke with them.
Some friends, though, say things like all
AIDS victims should be quarantined and
that’s when I feel like saying something.
I want to tell them they have to realize
it’s spreading to a lot more people than
just gays or drug users. I try to avoid too
much disclosure, and keep it to the peo
ple who need to know. It’s not worth the
trouble of telling people.
“I really want to tell people that it
happens to very normal, even above
normal, people. The warnings are out
there and should be paid attention to.
Don’t even take the chance, it’s not even
worth the consequences. People worry
about getting someone pregnant and
don’t always think about AIDS. Once you
get AIDS, that’s it. It’s different than hav
ing a kid; it’s dying.”
There are aspects of being in school,
however, that do help the situation. “ My
roommates took it very well; they accept
it fine,” said Joe. “It’s nice having this in
a college environment, because
everyone is well-educated.
“I like having no one know, so I don’t
get treated any different. There are

1 thought what it would be
like If I got (ARC) and how hurt
I would be if the person I had
cared for left me.’
— Alice
“There was not only the fear of having
it myself, but the fear that Alice might
have it,” Joe said. Alice has been tested
twice so far for the AIDS antibody and
both tests have been negative.
There were thoughts of ending the
relationship, but not for long.
“ I had thought how hard it would make
our relationship if we stayed together,”
said Alice. “ But then I thought what
would it be like if I did get it (ARC) and
how hurt I would be if the person I had
cared for left me.”
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‘I really want to tell people
that It happens to normal,
even above normal, people .
Once you get AIDS, th at’s it.
— Joe

times, though, when I come in on a con
versation and it sounds like someone’s
just changed the subject. I tend to get a
little paranoid sometimes.”
Joe has managed, however, to keep
concentrating on school. He will be
graduating in June near the top of the
class in his major.
There are added pressures of being a
student, though. When Joe was first
diagnosed. In the middle of the quarter,
there was quite a distraction from his
class work.
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“Every single weekday for two weeks I
had some sort of medical test,” he said.
At first, he considered dropping out of
school, but there was a chance that it
could affect his health insurance and he
didn’t want that added stress looming
over him.
“ I decided to stay in school and try to
go on normally,” he said.
He said that In the college environ
ment, this is extremely hard to do.
“ It’s hard to plan for the future,” said
Joe. “It’s especially hard here. People
aren’t here just for the fun of it. They’re
working for the future and that’s what a
lot of their talk is about. School Is an in
vestment in the future and it’s hard to
make that investment when you don’t
know if you have a future.”
Staying in class and keeping busy has
helped keep his mind occupied, although
total avoidance of the problem is im
possible.
“ I tried not thinking about it, and it
didn’t work because it’s there,” said Joe.
“You can’t go a day without someone
talking about it or hearing about it on TV
or somewhere else.
“On paper I don’t look so great. But
some mornings I get up and I feel good.
Even though my white (blood cell) count
may be down sometimes, if I don’t feel
any different it doesn’t matter.
“ I went through a negative period for
awhile but it doesn’t help. I just had to
realize there’s nothing I can do. It’s very
frustrating. If you’re doing bad In a class
you can try harder to Improve, but with
this it’s too late to do anything about It.”
Dr. William Gordon from the County
Health Department and Dr. James Nash
from the Cal Poly Health Center have
asked Joe to become Involved with
various AIDS support networks.
However, Joe doesn’t feel that he can

relate to these people.
“ Most of those people didn’t get the
virus the same way I did,” he said. “They
are homosexuals and drug users and I
would have a hard time with that barrier.
I don’t really have the feeling of wanting
to join.
“ I don’t want peopie to think I con
done the lifestyles of these people just
because we have a similar disease. I
probably got it from someone who lived
like that and i just can’t forgive and
forget.
“What’s hard is that I always kept my
nose clean and had my life planned out
very well. Things were starting to come
together. Factor 8 was supposed to help
me. It’s not like I stuck a needle in my
arm and then said ’Oh no, I shouldn’t
have done that.’ I had no choice.
“ I do have faith in our capitalist
system. Someone out there will find a
cure. Not necessarily because they care
about me as a person, but there’s a lot of
money involved In finding a cure.”
Joe has always been a hard worker
and has always drawn his strength from
Inside. This inner strength has kept him
going.
“There’s a certain satisfaction know
ing you’re doing better than others, even
with all the distractions,” he said. “This
whole thing has given me a new sense of
motivation. I definitely don’t feel like I’m
being pressed for time.
“Since I am doing so well in school
and my life seems in order to others, it’s
really difficult when you hear peopie
complain about everything they have to
do and say they can’t cope. The funniest
thing is when I hear them say to me,
‘You’ve got It made.’ ”

Thursday, M a y 12,1988

M ustang Daily

A. Senate kills common core final resolution
By Sharon Sherman
staff Writer

The Academic Senate Tuesday
unanimously rejected a résolution requesting discussion in
each department on common

final exams for core courses.
The attitude of those who
spoke against the resolution is
similar to a
comment by Reg
Gooden,a political science
professor,
thatthe resolution
wouldn’t
do anything the ex-

Students.

For a limited time, Woodside offers
this year's rent rates for next year.
You'll also enjoy two extra months'
rent for only $75 total. Discover 3
and 4 private bedroom units to share
with compatible friends. Get to
gether and come see our furnished
model (open daily from 9 to 7).
Success is yours at Woodside.

isting policy doesn’t already
provide for.
“ The virtue of any resolution
passed by the senate recommen
ding that it be up to the depart
ment ... would be to reaffirm the
status quo,’’ Gooden said.
The senate also accepted a
proposal to add an experimental
architecture course.
California Architecture and the
California Dream, Architecture
316X, was approved as an exper
imental three-unit course and
may be used to fulfill the “ elec
tives in literature, philosophy
and the arts’’ general education
requirement.
The proposal describes the
course as, “ Development of

California architecture as the
symbolic expression of the myth
of the California Dream. Focus
on tracing California’s unique
contribution to architecture and
urban patterns in the United
States.’’
Kenneth Riener, a business
administration professor, sup
ported adoption of the resolution
but expressed concern about the
wording of the course descrip
tion.
“ I’m not sure if there’s a con
sensus of what the California
Dream is,’’ Riener said. “ And if
there is one, is there a myth
about it?
“ The proposal talks about it as
if we all know what it is and we

all know it’s not true.’’
Justification for the course in
the proposal states, “ California
has long been acknowledged as a
major trendsetter in national and
international architectural circles
specifically, and in the arts in
general. The awareness of
California’s unique contribution
to the arts should be general
know ledge in the cu ltu ral
background of educated Califor
nians.’’
The senate discussed, but took
no action on, a revised resolution
on cheating and plagiarism and a
resolution on the sexual harass
ment policy.
The Student Affairs CommitSee SENATE, page 11

ANDERSON

D esigned and maintained
for student success.

200 N. Santa Rosa St., SLO • 546-8581

From page 1
ship, according to the article,
that can evoke the spirituality of
Martin Luther King, Jr. and
Robert Kennedy, Anderson said.
“ It will take courage to step out
side the political discourse and
dialogue that has plagued recent
elections.
“ Jesse Jackson by all stan
dards of this measurement has
done more of this than any other
candidate. He’s touching that
vein that I’ve discussed.’’
Anderson has a degree in
political science from the Uni
versity of Illinois and a law
degree from Harvard. He was
elected to Congress in 1960 as a
Republican representative from
Illinois. He served in the House
of Representatives until he ran

for president in 1980. As an In
dependent candidate, Anderson
received a respectable share of
the popular vote, more than 6
million. He said Central Califor
nia had been his largest base of
support in the state, chipping in
750,000 votes.
“ We didn’t get too many votes
from the south, in Los Angeles,
or the north, in San Francisco,’’
Anderson said in an interview
before the speech.
In 1980, Anderson had a major
rift with Ronald Reagan and the
Republican party: He believed
that Reagan’s stance saying the
United States had to achieve nu
clear superiority was wrong.
Reagan has since changed his
position, Anderson said — “ I
have to give him credit for that.’’

THE M U S TA N G TA VER N
1347 Monterey, San Luis Obispo
•4

Specials...

Anderson has written three
books: “ Between Two Worlds: A
Congressman’s Choice,’’ “ Vision
and Betrayal in America’’ and
the most recent book published
in
1984, “ The A m erican
Economy: What we need and
won’t get from either the Demo
crats or the Republicans.’’
Anderson has practiced law,
taught and lectured since 1980.
He has presented two briefs be
fore the Supreme Court dealing
with capital punishment cases.
“ I’ve always opposed the death
penalty,’’ he said.
Anderson spoke dramatically
to the audience and used his
hands and fists to animate the
points of his speech. He said
Republicans will argue that
they’ve brought down inflation
and reduced the misery rate (in
flation plus unemployment) from
21 percent to 10 percent. But
Anderson disagreed, saying that
it was done with borrowed

,
I

WED. & FRL. •25^ mugs/$1.75 pitchers
SATURDAY....$i-00 corona
SUNDAY.....$2.00 PITCHERS
*6 Pool Tables ALL The Time*

This coupon entitles
you to one Big Mac.
Limit one per cus
tomer, per visit.
Please present cou
pon when ordering.
Not valid with any
other offer.
Valid until June 30, 1988

i.

IT’S A
GOOD TIME
FOR THE
GREAT TASTE
Good only at

§AN _y¿'§_9§!?f.^

•

He referred to a TYeasury bill
auction that the federal gov
ernment has scheduled warning
that the U.S. has to be concerned
that “ enough Japanese show up
to buy those bonds and finance
our debt.’’
Anderson said that we need a
candidate who will be specific
about the programs that need to
be affected.
“ We’re going to have to pro
duce more and consume less,’’ he
said. But politicians are handcuf
fed by the enormous deficit, and
unable to make the tough deci
sions.
“ We’re in danger of building a
permanent underclass in our
society,’’ Anderson said. “ Par
ties and candidates have the
obligation to be very specific (on
the issues). I want the next
president of the U.S. to tell me
what he plans to do.’’
Anderson criticized the current
administration saying that if
voters elect a president who con
tin u e s
to
b r a n d is h
the
underdeveloped countries in
Central America as a threat to
our national security, then a
scandal like Iran-Contra should
not be a surprise should it arise
again.
He said there is a parallel be
tween 1960 and 1988, because
two years before the 1960 elec
tions Democrats captured a ma
jority of Congress despite the
p o p u la r ity
of
D w ight
Eisenhower, and John Kennedy
was elected president. In 1986,
the Democrats captured the ma
jority in the Senate and House,
and there is no incumbent runn
ing.
“ There’s an unease in people
that we’ve been living on the
margins,’’ Anderson said. “ Poli
tics is a contact sport. It’s not
something for couch potatoes.
Now is a time for young people
to become involved. It’s for
you.’’
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2FREECOKESI
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with any pizza.
Foothill Area: 544-3636
South SLO: 549 -99 9 9
Los Osos: 528-0800
Arroyo Grande: 481-3171
Atascadero: 4 6 6 -7 8 8 0
Paso Robles: 239-8508

one coupon per pizza
expires 5/31/88

30
If your pizza does not arrive within 30 min.
after ordering, we refund $3.00 off your order.
Foothill Area: 5 44-3636
South SLO: 5 49-9999
Los Osos: 528-0800
Arroyo Grande: 481-3171
Atascadero: 4 6 6 -78 8 0
Paso Robles: 239-8508

1
one coupon per pizza
expires 5/31/88

THICK CRUST!
with any pizza.

NO S H IR T, NO S H O E S ,
NO P R O B LE M !

one coupon per pizza
expires 5/31/88

Foothill Area
544-3636

Arroyo Grande
481-3171

South SLO
549-9999

Atascadero
466-7880

Los Osos
528-0800

Paso Robles
239-8508

DOMINO’S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
w

t

em

Mustang Daily, Cal Poly SLO - 766-1143

IT'S BETTER TO SWITCH
TH A N

EVERY SATURDAY

49^ Regular
Tacos

MSaOM MOO I

no coupon necessary
EXPIRES 5 /3 1 /8 ^

»

-

-

-

SUPER NACHOS
T
il
$2.99
MBSONWCOl
(enough for two people!)

w ith this coupon-no other offers
EXPIRES 5 /3 1 /8 8 ^

"Is this the cure for the common meal? II

NEW

Smothered Burrito

EAT HEALTHY

$2.19

IM
ISSIONTACOI

At Mission Taco we use only the
finest ingredients prepared fresh daily.

your choice of either a chicken or beef Burrito sm o th ered ] w ith a
with this coupon

WE USE:

THEY USE:

100% Pure Vegetable O il
No Lard in Beans
100% Boneless Chicken Breast
W e D eliver

C oconut O il
Lard
Sorry-They d o n 't even have it
Sorry-They D o n 't!

Mission Taco
Next to Shakeys
O n O live St. SLO

»

-

-

cream and green c h ile sauce,

e x p ir e s

-

-

5/31/88

-

-

4

4 9 i TACO
with this coupon
no other offers

549-TA C O

Limit 4 tacos per coupon

IM
ISSIONT^Oli

MISSION T/CO

EXPIRES 5/31/88

FREE DELIVERY
CALL
544-3544

SUPER SUPPER
Monday-Wednesday nights from 5:30-7:30 pm

A

Buffet Includes:

Shahey’s

»Garlic Bread

•Ch'cken
• Salad Bar

7 DAYS A WEEK
FROM 4pm-10pm

.Seconds on Shakey's

ONLY $3.49 plus tax
m
-

-

limit 4 per c o u p ^ with this coupon ■
no other offers

E X R R E ^ 5 /3 1 /8 8 ^

-

BUNCH OF LUNCH
A

S h a teu ’s

^

Shakey's

Lunch Buffet Served Daily 11:30am - l"30pm
Buffet Includes;
•Pizza
•Chicken
•Salad Bar

•G arlic Bread
•Taco Bar
•Seconds on Shakey's

ONLY $2.97 plus tax
limit 4 per coupon with this coupon •

»

IZZA
R^buiratit

-

-

1055 O liv e St.
San Luis O bispo
(next to Kentucky Fried Chicken)

-

FREE
MEDIUM
PIZZA *
* Buy any medium pizza at the regular price
and get another medium of equal or less

TM

SHAKEY S PIZZA

fr -

-

-

Shakey's

value FREE.

E X P IR E S 5 / 3 1 / 8 ^

' ■

■

-

«I

TW O LARGE
CHEESE PIZZAS
only $9.99
$1.25 for additional items
per item per pizza

w ith this c o u p o n -n o otho r offors5’>

*#l

E X P IR E S 5 /3 1 /8 8

• A’ ■

expires

. . V -

5/31/88

í

em
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Mustang DMiy

C a m

p u s

B o ttle

290 California

•

Campus
Bottle

S h o p p e

544-KEQS

•at*

c,^^

0 0

on ANY 1/2 Keg
Not good with any
other coupon or discounts.

■ Expires 5/16/88
-

-

.

-

.

.

4

a Campus
, Bottle
♦

O ld M i l w a u k e e
■ Re^lOT
S u itc a s e

... ■*-

•

$

2 4 / 1 2 0 Z. Cans
While Supplies Lost.

9 —

■
Expires 5/16/88

SUGARLESS SHACK
and
HEALTHY HAVEN RESTAURANT

Limit 1 per customer

New Yogurt Lite
& Improved Skinny Lite

f

4S6 M a rsh

off any size sundae

ATTENTION: ICECREAM
AND YOGURT LOVERS
.H A C K

25%

San L u is O b is p o

OPEN 10am to 10pm

lU G A R L E S S

"Sugarfree & Fatfree"
Skinny Lite.
Only 11.5 cal per fl.oz
Frozen Dairy Desert

• Cups
• Cones
• Sundaes
• Banana Splits
• Shakes
• Floats
• Pastries
& Much More

"It doesn't have to be fattening to be fantastic!"

I Sugarless Shack
^ 486 Marsh St.

Exp. 5/22/88
.

■
I

OURNEWUNIVEGA5ARE

971 HIGUERA
541-3600

.

4

;
•

Buy 1 Large Cone,
Get 1 FREE

I Sugarless Shack
486 Marsh St.

Exp. 5/22/88
Mustang Daily Coupon

WEUCETYOURBIKEONTHE
ROADTOREBUR.
I

.

N ew Yogurt Lite
& Improved Skinny Lite

PRO S P O K E C Y C LE R Y

h e r e

99

Have it riding like new again!
All it takes is one our special
‘tune ups’. We’ll check it from
top to bottom, replacing parts,
cleaning and making any
needed adjustments. You
won’t believe the difference!

DOWNTOWN S.LO.
OPEN WEEKNIGHTS TIL 9 PM

; Giro Helm ets $10 Off
B

regular $69.99 • NOW $59.99
Your Safety net before yo u go splash and splatter!

■
■

WITH CO UPO N

EXPIRES MAY 31,1988

^ Pro Spoke Cyclery >971 Higuera ■ 541-3600 ^
Mustang Daily Coupon

K4 K ryptonite U-Locks
■

regular $28.99 ■ NOW $24.99

*

W hy risk your $15,872 bike?
Get the best!

"
"

WITH C O U P O N

EXPIRES M AY 31,1988

‘ Pro Spoke Cyclery «971 Higuera ■ 541-3600
A
V

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Q S O S ST R E E T S U B Q

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

M iètang OaWy C o tyo n

.

.

Exp 5/22

O S O S STREET SUBQ
SANDWICHES

«ND

SPIRITS

500 OFF
ANY SIZE SANDW ICH
(limit; one coupon per sandwich)

1060 Osos St.

Ih -

-

541-0955^

-

Exp 5/22
O SO S S T R p r su bs;
SANDWICHES

AND

SPIRITS

■

1060 O sos St.

Best Sandwiches In Town^

,
,

2 FREE DRINKS
W/ ANY SIZE SANDW ICH

^

(limit: one coupon per sandwich)

1060 Osos St.

541-0955

$ 1.00 OFF
any Woodstock's Pizza
One coupon per pizza
» - - - ^

expires 5/31/88
-

-

-

4

$ 1.50 OFF
any Woodstock's Special
5 items for the price of 4
expires 5/31/88 *

' One coupon per pizza
»

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

$ 2.00 OFF

\

! any pizza and 2 soft drinks
* One coupon per pizza

expires 5/31/88
-

f ---------- \

L e t 's

go

a ll t h e

to n ig h t a n d

w ay

get a

FWOODSTOCK’S
=PIZZA
541-4420

*
*

Order of garlic bread
and 2 soft drinks

■

with any W oodstock's Pizza

* One coupon per pizza
» - »^ ' . i i

-

-

'

\
■

expires 5/31/88 ■
‘»

$ 1.00 OFF
any Woodstock's Pizza
■ One coupon per pizza
► - - -

expires 5/31/88 "

$ 1.50 OFF
I

any Woodstock's Special

\

I

5 items for the price of 4

■

" One coupon per

expires 5/31/88 ^

■

W E

4

D E L IV E R

■

$ 2.00 OFF

[

any pizza and 2 soft drinks

!

■

■

" One coupon [i^er pizza

1015 Court St., SLO
(A cross from O sos St. Subs)

expires 5/31/88 ^

FREE
I
.

Order of gariic bread
and 2 soft drinks

|
■

■

with any W oodstock's Pizza

■

" One coupon per pizza

expires 5/31/88 "

em
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E xp 6 /1 7

$5.00 OFF

From It A ll!

any hot tub for two
(w/coupon)

24 H rs,

Not Valid Saturdays
(or w /any other coupon)

a D ay!
•
•
•
•

"A TmjlV UMOUE EXPERIENCfer.

G et A w a y

OptM y«ia yiMAXW24Im • 4at
PIaamcaBan4 a—aw^ mm«vatí«>i

1215 Avila Beach Dr. SLO

HO URLY HO T TUB RENTALS
RECREATION AREA
M O TEL A C C O M O D A TIO N S
M ASSAGE CENTER

E xp 6 /1 7 _
"A mAV UMOUE EXPEMENCE'’

$4 OFF ANY
SW EATSHIRT
i.'

(with this coupon)

Sycamore Mineral Springs

ANTHEi

C

Open Daily
10am-12am

OPEN LATE
7 Nights A Week^ Sandwich*« ASalad«

.suB(yyii^¥°

BUY 1, GET 1, FREE

«SS
U
B
IÜ
^
¥
^
a n d w ic h e s & S alad s

.

Buy any 6 " sub and a niedium soft drink
and receive a free 6" sub FREE!

(of equal or lesser value)
1 per customer
double^ meat not iriclud^d
543^3399

793 Foothill Blvd.
Foothill Plaza
543-3399

OPEN LATE
7 Nights A Week 1 Sandwich«« ASalad«

■

■
6/ 1/88

Open Daily
10am-12am

3UBiyyiiRi¥°

Fast Food!
Don’t Sottle For
Conventional

$ 1 . 0 0 OFF A
FOOTLONG

:

Purchase any footlong sub (excluding vegie) with a medium
■
soft drink and receive $1.00 OFF.
1 per customer
543-3399
exp. 6/ 1/88

Ji

M uttang Daily Coupon

W itches of Eastw ick • No M an ’s Land • Princess Bride

i"'i""i''T'i‘“'n :ii Mii^ T

0 X

Now Open Until 10pm Daily

Adventures in feabysitting • Untouchables * Hiding O ut

O N E C O U P O N PER V IS IT

6 /2 Q /R 8

SrWSimÌÌ
ikiatafi^ DaUy Coupon
COCJPON
H n n

r T

’n

- r

H
n oo mm e ^v i ida ee oo ^ l l U

of San Luis Obispo
M7 Ma#ah tHML a«#«««a
Ltfla 06t«BO. CA«3401
<•061944 S2at

3

M1 O V I E S

Only ^8 . 9 5

__ _________________ O N E C O U P O N PER V IS IT

I

B road
-str e e t
B ik e s

667 Marsh Streal, Suite B
San L u i s Obispo, CA 93401
(805) 544-5286

ANY MOVIE >1.50

Ro

• VCR Rentals
We Now Have A
• Camcorder Rentals
Copy Machine
• Nintendo games and
J[^opies: 70
control decks sales and
rentals.
C o n v e n ie n t d o w n to w n lo c a tio n
w ith p le n ty o f fr e e p a rk in g .

541-5878

0

of San Luis Obispo

I

G re a t s e le c tio n o f n e w re le a s e s
a n d o ld fa v o r ite s

741 Humbert St., San Luis Obispo
(Just off the 2700 block of So. Broad)

0 X

Home Video

of San Luis Obispo
667 Marsh StreAt, Suite B
San L uis Obispo, CA 93401
(806) 644-5288

o

Opaa Na ymm fÀ§mum 24 hat a4Af.
HcamcaUm i laaAwai aMa%iTiaMA

1 2 1 5 A vila B each D r. S L O

Mustong Doiiy Coupon

|

T U N E -U P S P E C IA L
$16.95
(10-speed or mountain bike)

koad
s tre e t
) B ik e s

$ 12«9 5
or juvenile)
w/this coupon
good thru 5/31/88

1 * Mustang Dolly Coupon

^

C Y C LE P R O U -L O C K
(w/mounting bracket)

$16.88
B ro a d
S tr e e t
iB ik e s

w/this coupon

reg$22.95

good thru 5/31/88

Clip 'em

Mustang Daily, Cal Poly SLO - 756-1143

Mustang Dally Coupon
r-sx«;'

C90 CASSE I I K TAPES
maxBlI 'Ur 9 0
m axell.

-5:«.

«

Audio Video Concepts

I

or

FUJI
“c
l l 'i f ™
541-5778

A udio Video Concepts

99tli^ e a .

only

«i'll coupon•expire:^6/8/88

Mustang Dally Coupon

VisitOur New Store!
Large Showrooms • Private Soundrooms
incredible demonstration facilities

C 90 C H R O M E CA SSETTE TAPES

FUJI
Audio Video Concepts

or

842 Higuera

maxBll.

842 Iligiicra
541-5778

AVC has the lowest tape prices on the Central Coast!
NEW LOCATION;

(free carry case)

Case of 10

$199
^

withcoupon
expires6/8/88

541-5778
Mustang Dally Coupon

Film developing by:

expires

5/31/88

■ kinko's

k in k o 's

HOUR PHOTO

HOUR PHOTO
HOURS

9 Santa Rosa
(corner of Foothill
* & Santa Rosa)
► - ■

PHONE

9 A M - 6 P M.

MON. -FRI.
10 A M - 5 P M. SAT. - SUN

(805) 549-8979

9 Santa Rosa (corner of Foothill & Santa Rosa)
Kinkos offers 1, 4 & 24 hour processing service!
Read the Mustang Daily for Additional Valuabla Coupons!

FOR

Not valid with 24 hour processing or ^
any other offer.
Hours
■
9 a m - 6pm M on-Fri
C 4 Q .Q Q 7 Q ■
10am - 5pm Sat & Sun
i»
EXPIRES 5/31/88

«

.kinko's
HOUR PHOTO

990 5x7"
COLOR PRINT
REGULARLY $ 1.99

from 110, 126, or 135 color print or negative
NO LIMIT. 24 hour service only
*
9 Santa Rosa
Hours
■
(corner of Foothill
9.,,,. gp,,,
549-8979
& Santa Rosa)
lOam - 5pm Sat & Sun

Endless Summer West
T A M M i r i Q

prints

the
price of

1ST TIME TANNERS!
2 SESSIONS
$5

S A L O M

Exp 5/22/88

UNDER NEW
M ANAGEM ENT!

(15 MINGTE MAXIMUM)

541-6880

956 Foothm Blvd

5 SESSIONS
956 roothill Blvd
San Luis Obispo. CA
(805) 541-6880
Exp 5/22/88

Gift Certificates Available

Cork 'N B o ttle

Liquor Store

956 Foothfll Blvd

Bud/Bud Lt. 12 pk Carrier Longneck
Bottles o n l y .... $4.99!

“ The Store with the Right Spirit“

One coupon per customer. While supplies last.
Expires 5/19/88
Cork N Bottle • 774 Foothill Blvd. • 543-8637
rar-"

Beck's 6 pk
ONLY... $3.99!
.Hours: Sun-Wed 7am -11pm
Th-Sat
7am-Midnight

774 Foothill Blvd. • 543-8637

One coupon per customer. While supplies last.
Expires 5/19/88
Cork N Bottle • 774 Foothill Blvd. • 543-8637

em

t
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cje

$5.00 OFF Your Next Regis Perm
Treat yourself to a great new look with
an elegant easy care perm created just
for you.

RGGISHAIRSTYUSTS

RGGIS HAIRSTYUSTS

j^543-6002

Central Coast Plaza
Madonna Road

$3.00 OFF
■Regis Sham poo, Precision Cut and Styie*
I

M anucurists Special
Only $6.00
REG. $13.00

I

,

. .

, ,

Hairstyles personally designed to fit your lifestyle.
Free Consultations.

I

5 4 3 -6 0 0 2
4 8 9 -2 4 9 9 Cold Beer

Expires 6/ 1 0 /8 8 1
no double" d isco u n ts^

I Central Coast Plaza

RGGISHAIRSTYUSTS

Expires 6/1 0/ 8 8 1
Excluding Sales Perms

I Central Coast Plaza
1 ^ 3 -6 0 0 2

Mustang Daily Coupon

Great Snacks 489-2499

^ It M E L O IN Ü M Á ^

(M E L O O B A J Œ )

Present this coupon at the
Melodrama box office for

M 0 11V “

Cold Beer
Great Snacks

ONE FREE HOT DOG

April 13-M ay 2 9

•

on any Thursday night
I

EXPIRES M AY 29. 1988

I «Thursday nights only - Not good with any
^ other coupons, discounts, or specials

^ P o o x Molly! Deserted by
dear old dad and raised by a
wicked step-mother who is
out to rob her of her
inheritance. Can a bumbling
hero, four wacky servants,
and a mysterious, amnesiac
stranger save her? You may
be laughing too hard to find
out!

For
Reservations
Call 489-2499

Mustang Daily Couiipon

I____________ _ ^

Present this coupon at the
Melodrama box office for

Cold Beer
Great Snacks

ONE FREE HOT DOG

•

on any Thursday night
EXPIRES M AY 29. 1988

A’

For Reservations Call 489-2499

•Thursday nights only - Not good with any
other coupons, discounts, or specials

For
Reservations
Call 489-2499

lluÊlina Dtíhf CkNtiEWii

IVE

B IC Y C L IN G

Bell Brava H e lm e ts
beautiful colors $ 1 0 Off!
regular $54''.95

»special S44 *
with this coupon
exp. June 15, 1988
Foothill & Tassajara

S p ir itjy d e J V a l^
Choice
of
Champions

accessories

Sponsor of
San L u i s Cycling Club
Hind - San Luis Obispo Criterium

399 Foothill Blvd. • San Luis Obispo

Special$32*

S p irit cycle W orks
Your
Friendly
Foothill bicycle
Shop

regular $32®^
Special$24®

S p irit Q /cle W orks
SLO's
Most Complete
Bicycle Tune
Up! 48-Hour
Service - or
Less

VISA

with this coupon
exp. June 15, 1988
Foothill & Tassajara
5 4 1 -5 6 7 3

Citadel (I-Lock
with this coupon
exp. June 15, 1988
Foothill & Tassajara
5 4 1 -5 6 7 3

Tune-Up Special

5 4 1 -5 6 7 3

Catch Our Spirit!

-

regular $41®^

Sunday, May 15th, 1988

Corner of Tassajara Dr. & Foothill
Blvd.

-

Avocet Cyclometer

Spirit Cycle Works
fine bicycles, com ponents

5 4 1 -5 6 7 3 ^

S p irit C ycle W orks

regular $30-35.“

Special$20-25.®
with this coupon
exp. June 15, 1988
Foothill 8 Tassajara
5 4 1 -5 6 7 3

4

í

em

Mustang Daily, Cal Poly SLO - 756’ 1143

$5.00 OFF

Larry’s La Esquina

on any le g or b ik in i w ax.
Treat y o u rs e lf to a hairless S u m m e r

"A fu ll Service Salon"
We A im to p lea se you.

"v :

Expires 6/15/88

1926 Broad Street

543-2778

Mustang Daily Coupon

E xecu tive Facial
* M a n icu res...$10.00
* P ed icu res.....$20.00
* M a ssa g es.....$ 3 0 .0 0 /h r

Reg. $45.00

* H aircut & S tyle...$22.50 & u p
* Perm s..................... $2.50 & u p
* Facials....................$30.00 & u p

SPE C IA L $30.00

A 1 1/2 hr. facial with a special mask
for your skin type
Expires 6/15/88

543-2778

Mustang Dally Coupon

Picture Frames i
20% withOff
this coupon
*

art supplies
crafts

expires May 30, 1988
855 Marsh, Downtown
544-5518

leather (Tandy)
► -

-

D o w n to w n

Mustang Dally Coupon

M

ustang

L u is

Ad Starts

___

with this coupon
expires May 30, 1988
855 Marsh, Downtown
544-5518

O b is p o

D a il y Classified Advertising Order Forni

(jraphic Arts Bldg #226 San Luis Obispo, CA 93407
(SO.*!) 756-1143

Niime________________
Campus Club ASl Box #
Street ___ ____________
City.
Telephone_____
Social Security #_

All Silk Flowers & Plants;
20% Off

544-5518

San

7\moimt Paid$
Check #
Date

Please Attach Your Check to This Fonn

Zip

Times to run

Ads turned in by:

may start running on:

Monday, 10 a.m....
Tuesday, 10 a.m..............
Wednesday, 10 a.m...........
Thursday, 10 a.m.............
Friday, 10 a.m.................

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Monday
Tuesday

Check appropriate classification:
I Campus clubs
3 Announcement
5 Personals
7 (jieek News
9 Events
10 Entertainment
II 1A>st & Found
13 Wanted
15 Services

§
§
I

17 Typing
19 Miscellaneous
21 Travel
23 Ride Share
25 Opportunities
27 Employment
29 For Sale
31 Stereo Flquipmcni

33
35
37
39
41
43
45
45
47
47

0

.Mtjpeds & Cycles
Bicycle
Automobiles
Roommates
Rental Housing
I lomes for Sale
l.and
l.and for
for Sale
Sale
Religious
Religious

Classified Advertising Policies
advertising copy and materials arc subject to acceptance by the Musung Daily Genenil Manager.
General Manager reserves the right to reject all or any portion of the copy or art submitted
at any time prior to publication, even if material has previously been accepted or published.

U Write your ad copy here
WHEN YOU ARE USING ALL CAPrt A15, STOP AT OR BEFORE BOX 30, OTHERWISF: YOU MAY CONTINUE TO THE END OF THE liN E

10

11

12

13

14

1.5

16

^

-

models

855 Marsh Street

■

17

18

l‘)

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28
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30

31

.32

33
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Livingston: No longer dreaming about a national ranking
By R ob Lorenz
staff Writar

Cal Poly’s Mike Livingston

John Madden
golf tourney
to benefit
Poly football
Walter Payton, t h e a l l - p r o ^
running back o f . thti^ C ycago.
Bears and all-time leading rusher"
of NFL, heads the list of
celebrities expected to attend the
6th annual John Madden Golf
Tournament, which begins today.
The mini-tournament tees off
at 10 a.m. at the San Luis Bay
golf course, and Friday’s main
tournament will begin at 9 a.m.
at the Blacklake golf course in
Santa Maria.
The two-day event will benefit
the Cal Poly football program
and will be held in conjunction
with the 3rd annual Virginia
Madden Golf tourney, benefiting
the women’s athletic program.
Monty Stickles, former twotime Notre Dame all-American
and San Francisco 49er standout,
will be the master of ceremonies.
Returning all-pro players in
clude Jim P lu n k e tt, Mike
Haynes, Howie Long, all of the
Los Angeles Raiders, and Riki
Ellison of the 49ers.
Also playing in the tourney
will be George Blanda, Chris
Bahr and Daryle Lamonica, all of
the Raiders, and Randy Cross,
Jim Fahnhort, and Todd Shell,
all of the 49ers.
Former Cal Poly players ex
pected to attend are LeCharles
McDaniels of the Giants, Louis
Jackson of the Los Angeles
Rams, Jeff Smith of the USFL
Renegades, Damone Johnson of
the Rams and Gary Davis of the
Miami Dolphins.
Cal Poly football hall of fame
member Stan Sheriff will take
part in the tournament. Sheriff is
the only Mustang football player
to play in the East-West Shrine
game and is currently the direc
tor of athletics at the University
of Hawaii.
Also attending will be Larry
Moriarty of the Kansas City
Chiefs. A former all-American
out of Notre Dame, he is the son
of A1 M oriarty, a former
Mustang football player who
now lives in San Luis Obispo.

Track & Field News last
month published its list of the
top 10 performances recorded for
the year in each track event. To
make the list, in a magazine
which is considered the “ bible of
the sport,” is something that all
but the best track competitors
can only dream about.
Mike Livingston, who runs
distance events for Cal Poly’s
track team, can no longer consider himself as one of those
dreamers. His 10,000-meters
time of 29:48.89, recorded earlier
this season, placed him ninth on
the list.
Livingston won both the 5,000and 10,000-meter championships
at the conference championship
meet last weekend, and he bet
tered his 10,000-meter time by
more than nine seconds. To him,
winning the conference champi
onship is more important than
making the magazine’s list.
“ Right now, all I’m looking
forward to is the Division II
meet,” he said. ‘‘In high school, I
would thum b through the
magazine and think ‘someday,’
but me making the list now has a
lot to do with the time of the
year. It’s still early in the
season.”
To men’s track coach Tom
Henderson, however, the listing
is not something to be brushed
off as insignificant.

‘‘The significance of it is that
it’s the entire United States,”
said Henderson. ‘‘It’s not a col
legiate list, it’s not a Division II
list, it’s the United States, and
there are only three collegiate
athletes who are on the list, and
Mike had the third fastest col
legiate time.”
The two other collegiate
athletes on the list are both from
Division 1 teams, Henderson
said, making him the fastest
runner in the event the Division
II this season.
Livingston will compete in the
Division II national meet, com
ing up in less than two weeks.

‘‘This is the fittest I’ve ever
been,” said Livingston. ‘‘The
Division II is all I’m thinking
about. I’m really looking forward
to the meet.”
Livingston is also a two-time
all-American in cross country
This season he was Cal Poly’s
top finisher in the regional and
conference meets, placing third
and fifth, repectively. The
Mustangs finished fourth in the
region and second in the con
ference.
Livingston placed 14th at this
season’s NCAA meet, the best
national performance by a
Mustang since 1981.

GARFIELD ARMS
APARTMENTS
^ 7 3 8

G R A N D

A V E N U E ,

S .L .O .

H ■ Nicely Furnished 1 and 2 bedroom
Apartments
■ Microwaves
■ BBQ Pits and Lawn Area
■ 2 Heated Pools
■ Laundry Facilities
*

Year Lease with Reduced Summer Rates
Ten Month Lease also Available
Weekly Rates on Fully Furnished Units
and that Includes Linens, Utensils,
Microwave, and Other Amenities.

N O W RENTING
Agent 543-9119 or :
Manager 543-7835

^ E N S B I C Y C L E SHOP

SCNWlMW.

'

543-8179

1235 Monterey S t *Between Santa Rosa and California
1-Day Repair Service

4

Qose to Campus

APPLE DAYS ’88
E X T E N D E D D E A D L IN E
Due to the overwhelming response
by Cal Poly to Apple Days '88,
El Corral Bookstore is extendiiiii
the special one-time prices until .
next week!

e

Some additional computers are available for
pickup on May 21. But, we cannot guarantee
delivery by May 21 on orders taken during
this extended time. We will make every effort
to deliver the order as soon as possible.

Absolute last day at these
prices will be Saturday, May 21
El G D iral

B o o k s to r e

*
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MUSTANG
DAILY COUPONS
'
>

Q u a lity L iv in g For S tu d en ts

i
«

Studios, One Bedroom or 2 Bedroom

'
<
<

•
•
•
•
•

^

i
'
'
'
I
(
<

Ia

Completely Furnished or Unfurnished
Large Private Patios and Balconies
Reserved Private Parking
Free Cable TV
Within Easy Walking Distance to Cal Poly

l g m

a r

APARTM ENTS

I
)

•

For best choice reserve now for Fall
Very reasonable Summer rates
Unique storage option plan available

1230 M u rra y S t., SLO (805)543-5224 or 543-9119

Women’s tennis loses in finals, 5-4
Top-seeded SIU-Edwardsville gets
national title with win
ROHNERT PARK — In what
head coach Miguel Phelps call
ed a “ heartbreaker,” the Cal
Poly women’s tennis team lost
to top-seeded Southern IIlinois-Edwardsville, 5-4, in the
final round of the NCAA Divi
sion II national championships
Wednesday.
SIU-Edwardswille has now
won three consecutive national
titles.
“ The match was played the
way a final should be played —
we fought it out to the bitter
end,’’ Phelps said. “ But it’s a
bummer being on the short end
of the stick.’’
Cal Poly was seeded second
going into nationals.
Playing in the top singles
spot. Cal Poly’s Wendy Elliott
defeated Christine Bokelund,
6-2, 5-7, 6-3. The victory was
one of three for Cal Poly in
singles action.
Mustang Vicki Kanter put
up a fight, but couldn’t come
out ahead of Portia George.
George took the match, 7-5,
6-4.
After getting off to a shaky

start. Cal Poly’s Debbie
M a ta n o p u lle d her a c t
together, but not in time. She
was defeated by Michelle Reen,
6-0,7-5.
S IU ’s
Je n n y
R e u tte r
outplayed Tracy Matano, 6-4,
6-4.
In the No. 5 singles position.
Cal Poly’s Susan Norman
never gave up, and pulled out a
win against Sandy Stace. The
final score: 6-4,7-6.
And in the last singles
m atch. Cal P o ly ’s Amy
Lansford came back from a
slow start and took the match
from Nicki Demuro, 4-6, 6-4,
6-2.
In doubles action, the
Matano team continued its
winning streak by defeating
the team of Reutter and
Demuro, 6-3, 6-3, for Cal Poly’s
only doubles win.
The No. 1 doubles team of
Elliott and Lansford lost to
Bokelund and George, and the
team of Kanter and Norman
was defeated by Reen and
Stace, 6-4,7-5.
The
individual
national

Men’s crew
defeats
Stanford
over weekend

CHOKED TO DEATH ON A FOUR-LEAF CLOVER.
IF COD IS DEAD, THEN WHO TOOK OVER?”

o

f

Vov>r|?^grets

THE RAVE-UPS.
A MOST PROVOCATIVE
NEW AMERICAN BANO.
THEIR DEBUT ALBUM,
!‘THE BOOK OF YOUR REGRETS.”
FEATURING:

/

“WHEN THE END COMES BEFORE”
“SUE & SONNY”
“FREEDOM BOUND”
ON EPIC RECORDS, CASSETTES AND COMPACT DISCS.
Pr«M5uceil and enqinenrcd by David Leonard Management John Hade lor Future Pertect Management

"Epic."

competition begins today with
fifth-seeded Elliott up against
Karen Uy of Pace University.
Phelps said Elliott should
make it at least to quarterfinal
action and has a chance of be
ing named all-American in the
finals.
Kanter will face Allison
Vidal of U.C. Davis, in what
should be a tough match. Vidal
is seeded seventh in the tour
nament.
Debbie Matano will play
Clarion’s Lisa Warren, and
Phelps said Matano should win
that one. Sister Tracy will face
eighth-seeded Susan Wheeler
of the Air Force Academy.
Cal Poly got to the final
round of the tournament by
d efeatin g Cal S tate Los
Angeles, 6-3, in Monday’s
quarterfinals. The team then
beat Abeline-Christain, 6-0, in
semifinal action on Tuesday.
The Mustangs Hnish the season
with a 24-4 overall record
including a school record 21match winning streak.
The team won the conference
title with a 12-0 record.

a rt trademarks of CBS Inc

1988 CBS Records Inc

The Cal Poly crew team won
eight races over the weekend
while competing at Sacramento
State.
The men’s heavyweight novice
eights claimed its fifth con
secutive victory by beating U.C.
Davis at the Port of Sacramento
on Saturday. Only an hour be
fore, the crew inched out the
high-ranked Stanford crew for
the win.
The men’s varsity lightweight
team overcame the rough condi
tions and went on to beat Davis.
The team of John McCarthy,
Bret Osterfeld, Mitch Gardner,
Trevor Lyser, Sean Engdahl,
Mike Fourkas, Jeff McClure,
Doug H ighland and Tony
Celibrim complemented the per
formance with a second victory
on Sunday against Santa Clara
University at Redwood Shores.
T he
w o m e n ’s
n o v ic e
heavyweight team is now show
ing its potential, said head coach
Wayne Ricket after the team
beat Davis and U.C. San Diego.
The wins put the team of Nancy
Siegrist, Kristin Stoutz, Dana
Gershenoff, Karyn Mills, An
n ette Sheid, M arcie MacDonough, Alison Fry, Kari
Dawschulze, and coxen Nicole
Rorgle into the finals, eventually
won by Cal State Long Beach.
The varsity lightweight women
won their heat by a 31-second
margin against U.C. San Diego
and took U.C. Santa Barbara by
eight seconds in the finals. Dana
Henderson, Dee Peary, Carrie
Linkenbach, Val Harris, Krissy
Foudy, Karen Bonham, Trisha
Hunt, Tracy Peraatz and coxen
Ellen White were each awarded a
medal.
The team will compete in the
conference championships in two|
weeks in Sacramento.
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Wheelmen take 3rd straight title
The Cal Poly Wheelmen con
tinued to dominate the Western
U.S. Collegiate Cycling con
ference last weekend by winning
their third consecutive con
ference title in the races held at
U.C. Irvine.
W ith
th e
v ic to r y ,
th e
Wheelmen became the first team
in the history of the conference
to win three years in a row. They
also qualified for the national
championships with the win.
Also qualifying for the cham
pionship were second-place Stan
ford University and third-place
U.C. Santa Barbara. These
teams, along with U.C. San
Diego, U.C. Berkeley and Orange
Coast College, will represent the
Western United States at na
tionals, which will be held in San
Luis Obispo next weekend.
The Wheelmen came on strong
in the 3 1/2-mile individual time
trials, with the team winning all
categories overall.
Cal Poly’s Sheldon Smith cap
tured first place in the men’s A
time trial and recorded the
fastest time of the day at 6:33.
Other top finishers for Cal Poly
include Craig Anderson in sixth,
and Robert Enzerink in 14th.
In the men’s B time trial Cal Cal Poly’s Robert Enzerink tries to catch a U.C. Berkeley cyclist while being
Poly’s Rich Keenan captured the chased by a U.C. Santa Barbara team member.
bronze medal with a superior ef
fort. The rest of the team placed
consistently with Dan Rabat in
fifth, Paul Hewes in eighth,
Frank Mousirats in 12th and
Derek Steiner in 14th.
The Cal Poly men’s C team
took the overall time trial in with
30 points. Andy Spinas finished
third; Cameron Fraser, fourth;
Bryan Hoadley, eighth; and Tim
Crenshaw, 11th.
In the women’s time trial,
Mindy Trask took second place
for Cal Poly. Teammates Chris
Pappas and Beth Vanderliet also
picked up points for the team.
A pack of more than 80 riders
made Sunday’s criterium a fastpaced, crash-filled battle.
Cal Poly’s men’s A team rode
strongly, but at the finish it was
Cuesta’s Andres Eulate who
broke away with two other riders
to take the win.
Enzerink was led out by
Sheldon Smith, and sprinted to a
fifth-place finish. Teammate
Angelo Guinasso fought for
eighth place.
Guinasso was closely followed
by the remaining Cal Poly riders,
except for John Hawkins and
Mike Bennett, who sacrificed
their bikes and bodies so that
key UCSB riders wouldn’t finish
well.
In the criterium, the “ Killer
B’s’’ dominated with outstan
ding teamwork. Only six riders
were allowed to race for Cal Poly,
and each added to a winning ef
fort.
Cal Poly’s Dan Rabat and Paul
Hewes attacked consistently, tir
ing out the field, while in the
primes, Steiner, Keenan and
Steve Habkirk gave leadouts
resulting on seven prime placings
by George Garibay, Keenan and
Hewes.
^ In the final sprint, Garibay
placed seventh and Keenan
*followed at eighth.
f ' ' Cal Poly’s Paul Petit placed
fourth in the criterium for the
I
And so do The Godfathers, BoDeansr J.D. Souther, The Stranglers andlou Reed.
men’s Cl team.
1
In the women’s criterium,
I i
They’re all part of the Epic soundtrack to the new Paramount film, “ Permanent Record” Trask took second place and
Pappas
finished
eighth.
a compassionate look at teenage suicide.
Vanderleit also picked up points
for the team.
You get five brand-new songs from Joe Strummer & The Latino Rockabilly War-including
Chris Smith of Cuesta College,
“ Trash City” and “ Nothin’ ’Bout Nothin’ ’’-som e of Strummer’s best since The Clash!
who works out with the
Wheelmen, had an outstanding
Plus great new music from the artists mentioned above (check The Strangler’s definitive
weekend, placing sixth in the
time trial and fourth in the
remake of The Kinks’ “All Day And All Of The Night” ). ’
;
criterium. Smith is now qualified
for nationals.
Get Your “ Permanent Record” -N ow !
Many of the Wheelmen will
race this Sunday in downtown
San Luis Obispo in the Hind
Criterium.

(S te n n e r Q le n -

The ONLY full service
student housing
complex in SLO town!
No gimmicks...
Just plain QUALITY
CHECK US OUT!
1050 Foothill Blvd.
544-4540

JOESimiMMBI
UVSDOWNIHEIfflW
PERMANENTRECnin

MUSIC FROM THE ORIGINAL MOTION PICTURE SOUNOTRACK. ON EPIC REC0R08, CASSETTES ANO COMPACT OISCS.
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artistically

CALENDAR

J

do something creative.

!he Snack Bar Presents

SuGsadilla
Omelette

friday

thursday
• Stephen
DeBrock
from
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.
will discuss space in our future
Thursday at 11 a.m. in U.U. 204.
The event is sponsored by the

Society of Black Engineers and
Scientists.
•MSA will sponsor a video on
chemical warfare Thursday at 11
a.m. in Bishop Lounge.

Tryit! M U likeit!
Special Introductory Price;

S1.50

Served Monday-Friday
7 a.m. to 10 a.m.

Saturday

Set Yourself Apart...
next year,

Tire d of looking like
everyone else?

enjoy quiet and privacy at

STAFFORD GARDENS
Las Casitas
AND

TWO

ONE

Sunday

BEDROOM

•A food and clothes collection
for Nicaragua's poor will be held
Sunday from 2 to 5 p.m. in the
Safeway parking lot at 1221
Marsh St. The Unitarian
Fellowship, CASAS, Madre and
Students for Social Responsibili
ty are sponsoring the event.
Toys, household goods and
money are also being collected.

TO W N H O U S E S
3 blocks from campus

Shop at Full Circle for
clothing you really like.

W e buy clothing
570 Higuera # 1 0 SLO
5 4 4 -5 6 1 1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

N O W LE AS ING FO R FALL O U A R T E R
CALL 543-2032 for more inform ation

COPIES?
RESUMES?
REPORTS?

F. McLinto

•The first Cal Poly Cultural
Festival will be held Saturday
‘from 1 to 5 p.m. on the theater
lawn. The mini-fair is a chance to
meet
t he
cultural/social
awareness clubs, and is spon
sored by the M ulti-Cultural
Center and Students for Social
Responsibility.
•KCPR is sponsoring “ Pull
Your Heads Out” Saturday from
1 to 3 p.m. at Pismo Beach. The
public can dig in the sand for
hidden, soft-plastic doll heads for
prizes.

and

DELUXE

•The School of Business is
sponsoring a conference, “ In
novation and Entrepreneurship
— Reaching Beyond the Ordi
nary” all day Friday at the San
Luis Bay Inn. The event is free
to Cal Poly students and faculty.
Call Marge at 756-2704 for more
information.
•Kappa Mu Epsilon, a math
honor society, will sponsor a
career conference Friday from 2
to 5 p.m. in the staff dining room
B.
•Cal Poly World Neighbors
will sponsor a speaker Friday at
3:30 p.m. in U.U. 220. Tom
Arens, a former Peace Corps
volunteer, will discuss Indian
and Nepal agriculture.

YES!

Plus...
□ Typesetting
□ Camera Work
□ Binding
□ Transparencies

□
□
□
□

Reductions
Enlargements
Collating
Stapling

7 7 5 F O O T H IU , S LO . 5 4 4 -3 6 2 5

OPENM-THTO9 • FRITO6 • SAT 10-3

ARE YOU CURIOUS ABOUT
YOUR GENES?
(No, not your Levi's!!—
Your Biological Inheritance)
FREE TAY-SACHS
TESTING WILL BE OFFERED:
MAY 17 & 18, 10am-2pm
—Chumash Auditorium
MAY 17 5pm-7pm Sequoia Hall
MAY 18 5pm-7pm Muir Hall

M onday

686 Higuera

Tay-Sachs is a genetic disease that
affects the nervous system o f young
children and ultim a tely results in death.
H elp prevent this tragedy from happening
in your fam ily--get tested—you may
be a healthy carrier.

{ Iu i^ ä tü r£ y Öpm'tlU Midnight

541-0686

Sponsored by the California Tay-Sachs
Disease Prevention Program

'
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SENATE

“ obtaining or attempting to ob
tain, or aiding another to obtain

11

CLASS ENCOUMTERS

credit for wo^'k, or any improve
ment in evaluation of perfor
mance, by any dishonest or
deceptive means.”

From page 6
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LAST
■ f

tee and the Fairness Board
Committee proposed the revised
Plagiarism is defined in the
resolution on cheating and
resolution
as, “ the act of using
plagiarism because the Campus
Administrative Manual fails to 'the ideas or work of another per
define cheating or discuss son or persons as if they were
plagiarism, said George Beard one’s own, without giving proper
credit to the source.”
sley, an economics professor.
The resolution on the sexual
“ Over the last two years we harassment policy was proposed
have developed a policy on by the Status of Women Com
cheating and plagiarism, in mittee but does not make exten
cluding definitions of cheating sive changes to the current
harassment policy, said Elie Axand plagiarism,” Beardsley said.
See SENATE, back page
The policy defines cheating as.
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THE NUTTY & VVACKY SAM GAMES
TAKE PLACE THIS SAT, MAY 14.
FOLLOWING THE GAMES, THE INSANE
& RIDICULOUS GRAFFITI PARTY.
DETAILS AT THURS MEETING

11AM AG ENG 123

DIETETICS
CLUB
SENIOR
BANQUET

SAT NIGHT MAY 14th. BUY YOUR
TICKETS NOW! Call Trish 541-2324

MIDNIGHT MOVIE AT THE FREMONT
SPEAKER
STEPHEN C. DeBROCK
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE CO.
THURSDAY MAY 12 11-12 UU204

DIRTY DANCING

FRI & SAT MAY 13&14

SUNGLASSES!! 9 major brands, all
styles. 10% off with a cal poly ID
VUARNET,BUCCI,OAKLEY,$KI-OPTICS,
RAYBAN,HOBIE,GARGOYLE,SUNCLOUD,
MAUI JIMS AND REVOS. The Sea Barn
Avila Beach!! Open 7 days a week
WE STOCK ALL STYLES!!!

ASME HPV team wants your old bike
frames. The frames can be in any
condition. I mean any condition.
Call David at 541 -5689_________________

HAVE FUN WHILE EARNING MONEY
MEN AND WOMEN VW4NTED FOR
COSTUMED DELIVERIES. CALL
SINCERELY YOURS 481-1876

THE DEADLINE FOR MUSTANG DAILY CLAS
SIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN AD
VANCE.

I NEED GRAD-TICKETS!
WILL PAY $$$! CALL 543-5438

SHPE MEETING

Thurs MAY 12 6PM MEP(BLDG 40)
SPEAKER FROM VVATER QUALITY

V.S.A.

FREE PICNIC. MEET AT UU 9AM SAT.
5/14/88.FOR INFO. CALL 756-4398
LOTS OF FUN&GAMES AT THE BEACH.

YAF

A chance for you to join the
largest conservative youth
organization in our great nation!
Come to our Meeting UU Rm219 7:00pm

FMA
Speaker from RYDER STILLWELL
Senior V.P. RJ Constidine Jr.
& info on Dexter Lawn B-B-Q
Meeting Thurs. 11 am Dexter 228

‘HERE’S TO YOU’

MAKE SOMEONE’S DAY BY SENDING A
LONG LASTING BALLOON BOUQUETII/F
13 BALLOONS $11.95 6 FOR $6.00
FREE DELIVERY CALL 544-4759

ALL AG BARBECUE

Friday May 13th
2pm at Cuesta Park
$4/Person

ARE YOUR W4LLS BARE? WE HAVE
THE LARGEAT SELECTION OF
POSTERS AND GRAPHICS ANYWHERE.
THE SUB 879 HIGUERA(UPSTAIRS)

CHEAP THRILLS RECYCLED RECORDS!
Best prices in town, most unique
selection. Most of our store is
priced under $5! Why pay more?
Trade in your used Lp’s, Cd's, and
Cassettes for cash or credit.
879 Higuera upstairs.

HAPPY B-DAY
DAVE HUMBER!

I NEED GRAD TICKETS!!
PLEASE CALL M.D. AT 549-0479
NAME YOUR PRICE!!

May you have a wonderful day!
Love,BBG

NEED GRADUATION TICKETS
WILL BUY CALL 543-4829

LONELY OR BORED OR???
Sign up for a fun craft class in
your UU Craft Center! Try It!!
SIR JOHN LUNDBLAD,
Your presence is requested
for an evening of fun,
it’s Suzannes^s spring formal
and she’s hoping that you’ll come.
So put on your top hat
and your piointy shoes,
and come to Santa Barbara
where pleasure awaits for you!!

CENTRAL COAST EDITING SERVICES.
Let us brin^ out the best in your
writing project. We specialize in
scholarly material, and offer a
full range of editing services/.
For details, call 688-9791.

IT’S NEW

THE MUSTANG DAILY NOW HAS A
MORE CONVENIENT PLACE FOR YOU TO
SUBMIT CLASSIFIED ADS.
THE UU INFO DESK NOW HAS A
MUSTANG DAILY DROP BOX. THE
DEADLINE FOR ALL CLASSIFIED ADS
IS 10 AM TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE

-ALPHA P H IWE SINCERELY CONGRATULATE YOU
ON
YOUR VICTORY AT GREEK WEEK.
LOVE, AOII

JUNE GRADUATES:IT’S NOT TOO
LATE TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT
DONE. REMEMBER YOUR ACHIEVMENT

Theta Chi
Greek Week 88
Champions

WITH A SENIOR PORTRAIT
BY DAVID GREY 541-2858 MWFAVEEK
ENDS 6-9PM: NO SITTINGS BOOKED

DON’T MISS
HERTEL &KAYE
ANITA & DALE
in DOG LOGIC
TONIGHT AT 8

RENAME THE CAGE!!
The Craft Center is revamping it's
store & needs a new name for it!
Help us out! Prize will be given.
Details at the Craft Center

1 FM 2 SHARE LG RM
FUN RMTS CLOSE TO POLY
150/MO 543-1387
1 or2 M to share room in FULLY
furnished house. Wshr/Dryr,
Dshwshr,micro, big yard
$200/mo.-l-util 546-9926

$10-$600 WEEKLY/UP MAILING
CIRCULARS! RUSH SELF-ASSRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE;DEPT.AN-7CC -BA,
9300 WILSHIRE, SUITE 470,
BEVERLY HILLS. CA 90212
CENTRAL FINANCIAL SERVICES
is expanding. Marketing positions
on the Central Coast for unique
individuals who:
DESIRE ABOVE AVERAGE INCOME
WORK HARD TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS
HAVE COMPLETED A 4 YEAR DEGREE
SEND RESUME TO:
PERSONNEL DIVISION
CENTRAL FINANCIAL SERVICES
1303 GRAND AVE SUITE 201
ARROYO GRANDE CA 93420
EXPERIENCED MAINTENANCE PERSON
wanted for 35 unit apt complex
near Cal Poly in exchange for
rent.call 543-2321 for appt._______________
JOBS JOBS JOBS
Rec Sports has positions available
for the 1988-89 school year. Apply
immediaely in UU 118.
Looking for summer recreation
leaders. Programs run for 6 weeks.
Please send resume to J.Dewhurst
1731 Santa Rosa no.E. For more info
call 546-8680 eves.
OPTICAL ASSISTANT
Optical business is now accepting
applications for optical assistant.Part time.Exp. preferred.
Inquire at 714 Higuera

2 Rmmtes share $170 each
50 yrds campus call 544-5843
Female to share 2-Bdrm apt. $275
for own room. 541-8010 Denise

OWN ROOM
CLOSE TO POLY
CALL SANDY AT 541-6834
OWN ROOM IN TNHSE WALK IN CLOSET
FURNISHED PARTLY W4SHER/DRYER
MICROWftVE SMALL BACK YARD AVAIL
6-15-88 $240 MONTH 544-5231
OWN room in house on So. Chorro
with two Engr. Students Quiet
Clean, Fireplace Avail. 4-1-88
270 mo. 549-9265_______________________
OWN ROOM OR 2 CAN SHARE IN
LAGUNA TOW NHOUSE STARTING FALL
FIREPLACE&MANY EXTRASI543-0769
Rmmtes to share 3Bdrm,2Bthrm Hse
in Quiet Nbrhd-has Free Wshr/Dryr
Frplce,StdyRm,Dshwshr,BigyrdAvail.sn-as-psbl. Own Rm 300/incl
wtr&trsh-DISCOUNT FOR SUMMER,
12 MONTH LEASE-541-3931 STEVE
STUDENTS LOOKING FOR 2 ROOMATES
TO SHARE 4BD/2BA HOUSE ONLY $225
EACH CALL KAREN AT 541-8178
SUM SUBLET: near Poly in house
own room 544-2552

PAID SUMMER MARKETING INTERNSHIPS

TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR

CONTACT PLACEMENT CENTER
JOBS AVAIL IN SLO & STATEWIDE

SUMMER ONLY. OWN ROOMS IN PINE
CREEK CONDO $100/MO. CALL DEENE
AT 544-6729

SUMMER JOBS:

AGR
CONGRATS AXO Greek Sing Dancers
First Place for Greek Sing!
You do us proud Luv your sisters

544-1305:SR.PROJECTS & RESUMES
HELP WITH GRAMMAR AND SPELLING

ROSES ARE RED^
PEARLS ARE WHITE,
AOII FORMAL WILL RAGE ALL NIGHT
MAY 13, AT THE CLIFF’S THE MOON ON THE OCEAN WILL SHINE,
BECAUSE W E ’RE GONNA HAVE ONE HECK

Fine High Sierra Family Camp Seeks
Live-in counselors(19-up) to TEACH:
Riding (3 positions), Folk Guitar,
Archery, Crafts, Naturalist/Outcamp,
Drama, Tennis, Saiiing. Pre-school

Accurate TYPIST:Corrects All Your
Spell,Punct,Grammar $2pg 543-3764

OF A GOOD TIME.

EXP Typist with LASER PRINTER
Will also format & laser print
from your IBM comp disc 544-7676

THETA CHI
ONE HOUSEKEEPING HINT:IF YOU’RE
CLOSE TO WINNING GREEK WEEK...
THROW IT! GREAT PARTY!
CONGRATS TO YOU AND ALPHA PHI
THE BROS OF ALPHA EPSILON PI

EXPERIENCED CP TYPIST 543-0550
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS,CALL
BONNIE 543-0520, EVES.
I'm still here.For typing you can
trust call Susie. 528-7805 Thanks

N IG H T M O V E S 5K
RUN

LASER PRINTED TYPING
CalhThe Latest Word 528-8505

TODAY 6:15PM
register in Rec Sports,UU 118

PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING
Call Karen at 544-2692

3 BEDROOM-21/2BATH SPACIOUS APT
NEAR
POLY-YAR D-$900/MO 544-0523-GEORG E

2 SCHWINN CRUISER BICYCLES
ALL ALLOY PARTS,TANGE FORKS
HANDBRAKES EXCELLENT CONDIT.
ONLY $125ea.
CALL 549-9503
Waterbed-Super single, six drawers
Headboard with shelves Great cond.
$250-call Lynne 541-3313

84 SUZUKI GS650: Top Cond.,Only
9K,w/acces $1100 obo. 543-6641

QUALITY WORD PROCESSING
Sr.Projects! Papers! Spell check
Computer Education Svcs. 528-5049
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona),LASER PRINTER w/100-t-type fonts,
student rates,9am-6pm,M-Sat,544-2591

HELP!
IT’S GONE!

RESUMES-PAPERS-SENIOR PROJECTS
WORD PROCESSING-STUDENT RATES
937-6992 (S.M.) - 7 DAYS/V/K

REWARD!

TYPING
Low Rates
Call 544-0128

(even more than this ad cost!)
THANKS...Sarah 543-9004.

.»

APT for lease 6-16-88 to 6-15-89,
2 bedrm turn for 4, near Poly,
$560/mo,water,cable,garb Pd.
543-8517 or 544-5385

FURNISHED 3 BDM APT 10 OR 12
MONTH LEASE 543-1452____________
OWN ROOM AV.5/15 187.50 541-4288

Two bedroom newly renovated un
furnished apts. Near Cal Poly
Roomy Apts with TV. cable,water,
sewer, garbage provided.Ideal for
mature students, call 543-2321

FOR SALE

CENTURIAN LEMANS RS
RACE BIKE BRAND NEW
$400/OBO, MIKE 541-6721

W4LK TO POLY: LARGE HOUSE AVAIL
6/20 SHARE-$210/MO.;OWN-$280/MO.
FRPLCArt/&D/MICRO/+MORE 544-0813

TREK 400 ROAD BIKE, 21 INCH
GREAT COND. $200 DOUG 544-9303

RESUME, PAPERS, PROJECTS, WORD
PROCESSING DONE IN SO. CTY
CONSHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO
BEACH 773-5851 OR 489-0724 EVE

LOST irreplaceable GARNET RING
In SMALL BLUE MAKE-UP CASE at
POLY ROYAL! Gift from my Grand
mother. Very very sentimental.
I’m falling apart - life just
hasn’t been the same.

A HUGE HOME, Srms for rent 3singl
2shrd 6min TO UU Semifum For 88
89 schl yr xint view PAT 544-4735

85 Honda Rebel 250 2yrs old-Good
cond. $700 Call Mike 756-3614

REC SPORTS SWIM MEET
Friday,May 20 at 4:15 Poly Pool
30 Events to choose from!
Sign up by May 18 at UU 118
Individual and relay meets

1 or 2 to share Ig rm in 3 yr old
Laguna Lake townhouse begin 6/15
$235/mo inci ALL util but phone
call Marcie - 541-3660

also. 800-227-9900

Academic Word processing. $1.50/
double-space page. Marcy541-4214

CAL POLY THEATRE
TICKETS AT UU & THEATRE

E.T’S! Enter the SENIOR PROJECT
DESIGN CONTEST! Win 1st prize of
an HP-41 CX and $400! For rules &
entry form, see ET office before
noon Friday. Sponsored by ASET.

Yr lease 6-16-88to 6-15-89 share$210
w&d;micro;close to Poly 544-0813

PAST 5/22/88

Thanks for all your heV this year

MAY 14

JUNE 14
HANFORD 209-584-9401

••GREAT HOUSE** 5BDRM OWN $280mo

18 BAREFOOT CRUISE TO THE BAHAMAS
4th ANNUAL CAL POLY TRIP. RELAX
IN SUN SWIM AND DIVE PLAY FOR
A WEEK ON YOUR OWN PRIVATE 60
FOOT YACHT CALL GULLIVERS AT
546-8612 ONLY A FEW SPACES LEFT
DO IT NOW!

Congatulations to:

DAVE BRUBECK
SPYRO GYRA

•SPECIAL* FINALS GETAWAY JUNE

HONDA CIVIC htchbck 75 5-speed
very good condition, $1,145
Steve at 756-2347, EVES 543-0491

BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES LISTED
FREE INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE
ON CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE
CENTURY 21-541-3432

Is it true you can buy leeps for $44
through the U S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142
Ext. 8545

BUYING A HOUSE? FOR A FREE LIST
OF ALL THE LOWEST PRICED HOUSES &
CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO, CALL STEVE
NELSON-FARRELL SMYTH,INC. 543-8370
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PETITION
From page 1
Jones is alleging that Naretto
has dismantled the trainee pro
gram. Gerard said the trainee
program was never an ongoing
program, and that only one other
employee besides Jones advanc
ed through the program. Gerard
said he is not aware of anyone
currently employed in Plant
Operations wanting to take part
in a trainee program.
Jones said he knows of five
people who would be interested
in a training program if it were
offered.
Jones said because Cal Poly is
funded by the state, the number
of minorities in trade positions
should be representative of the
percentage of minority California
should reflect
taxpayers.
people who pay for it,” Jones
said.
‘‘We are essentially required to
hire the most qualiHed person,”
Gerard said.
Jones cited the ca^e of Carol
Bowlby,
who
charged
f el l o w
Plant
Operations
employees with sexual harass
ment, as an illustration that
Naretto is unsympathetic to
minorities. Jones said Naretto
did not take any disciplinary ac
tion against those accused of
harassing Bowlby
About two months ago, Bowlby,
a painter, was awarded $20,000
by the Fair Employment and
Housing Commission. The alleg
ed harassment began about 10
years ago in spring 1978 and
lasted four years. According to
the commission, Bowlby accused
fellow employees of name-calling,
putting pictures of naked women
in her lunch box and refusing to
work with her. Cal Poly is ap
pealing the decision to the state
Superior Court.
‘‘We believe the statements
she
made
were
somewhat
fabricated,” Gerard said. ‘‘We
think this judgment was incor
rect. That’s why we are appeal
ing it.”
Gerard said Bowlby’s situation is
different from Jones’ because
Bowlby claimed harassment by
fellow workers and Jones claims
Naretto is discriminating against
minorities.

McMillian S i Wife
MARKET
• grocery
*b e e r

• deli

‘ s u n d rie s

w in e •

• kegs

• vid e o tapes

\

Coldest

IJ

Beer

in

Town

We Take Pride
H ig h F ash io n
• L a rg e S e le c tio n

•

• Fast S ervice
• Q u a lity F ra m es

tTITioñaeCs ©pHcaí

1Í)99 MONTERY 544G060

CAL POLY SAN LUIS OBISPO
DEPARTMENT OF STUDENT LIFE
AND ACTIVITIES
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
PRESENTS

GMAC
riNANCIAl StRViCFS

I

DATE:

CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING M/F
Summer & Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW:

20e-7SS-0775 Ext. SOON _

12. 1988
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SENATE
From page 11
elroth, a counseling and testing
counselor.
One of the major changes
clarifies the role of sexual
harassment adviser, Axelroth
said.
‘‘The way the original policy
was written it was difficult to
determine exactly what the role
of the adviser was,” she said.
‘‘We tried to clarify that a little
bit.”
The proposed resolution
defines the role of adviser as a
mediator between parties, rather
than as an advocate of a person
filing a complaint.
Another change to the policy is
to provide protection for the per
son filing the complaint and the
individual alleged to have
engaged in sexual harassment,
Axelroth said.
The sexual harassment policy
states, ‘‘The policy of this cam
pus is to eliminate and prevent
sexual harassment and to pro
vide prompt and equitable relief
to the extent possible when such
activity is reported or observed.”

\

, a HOW TO WlfNii By atienduig y c» f schi^l s GM/GMAC Auto Expo event, you can be
''
elig ib k to win one o f two $500 grants toward your tuition expenses provided by GM and/or
GMAC. While attending the
just fill out an entry form and drop it in the convenient
|j0x . Thc two w m i ii n g c T ittf fo riT i s will be drawn at the end of the GM/GMAC Auto
Expo event. N o purchase is necessary to enter or win and the winner need not be present.
Good luck! ^

General Motors..'.'sharing your future”
IM/REC SPORTS'SPIRIT AWARD'AUTO EXPO

